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	Scottish
		

			Blended Scotch WhiskyA blended whisky is the production of whisky using one or more whiskies from a different distillery. So if we have Glenlivet single malt and we mix it with another Glenlivet single malt it is still as single malt. However if we mixed that single malt with a Glenfiddich it is now blended whisky, simples. This allows whiskies of lesser age and personality to be used to blend flavours together and make a cheap alternative to single malt.  There’s always talk of blended whisky not being nearly as good as its closest competitor the single mal, but we beg to differ here at The Whisky Company. When the weather warms and your looking for something a little more thirst quenching and cooler you should turn to some excellent blended whiskies. Some examples of blended whisky are Johnnie Walker, Chivas Regal, Bells, Jameson Irish Whisky, Canadian Club, Seagram’s Seven American Whiskey and let’s not forget some of those extra special Japanese brands including Hibiki. Some new blended whisky in the market now is the Pure Scot blend from Bladnoch Distillery and Hibiki Harmony from Suntory. These whiskies can be taken straight, on ice or mixed to make a refreshing contemporary drink…
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			Akashi Japanese WhiskyBuy Akashi Japanese Whisky Online at The Whisky Company We stock a large range of single malt and blended whisky from the Eigashima Distillery bottling under the brand name Akashi. This is one of Japan’s smallest distilleries situated in Akashi, Japan. Available from our online shop are limited edition and rare bottling’s from this distillery as well as the favourites. Shop now for great deals and rare whiskey. About the Distillery White Oak Distillery was upgraded in 1984 and is located in Akashi, a city in Hyogo Prefecture, Japan. It released its first single malt in late 2007 under the Akashi label. The distillery in owned by five breweries who came together to form this firm. They were very famous for making sake and were amongst the top ten in Japan. Their whisky making process is probably the oldest in Japan dating back to 1919 but there’s no real evidence other than the first licence to lay fact to this. The distillery grows its own yeast and uses this to produce alcohol with a fermentation time of around three to five days. The stills are small and angular and what’s strange is that the spirit safe or spirit still sits…
	Chichibu Japanese WhiskyBuy Chichibu Japanese Whisky We stock a large range of single malt and blended whisky from the Chichibu distillery released under the brand name of Ichiro’s. This is one of Japan’s smallest distilleries situated between two valleys to the northwest of the town. Available from our online shop are limited edition and rare bottling’s from this distillery as well as the favourites. Shop now for great deals and rare whiskey. About the Distillery The distillery was opened in 2008 and now malt their own barley as well as use ready malted barley. The barley they use is local barley and produce around five tonnes per year which is around 5% of their requirements. This allows the distillery to practice with different types of barley and understand the flavour profiles from certain ways it is grown and harvested. Again this Japanese distillery are very focused on fermentation and one batch can take up to 90 hours to create the right bacteria to produce the type of wash they are looking for. They have two small stills which are both 2000 litres in capacity. This distillery is still learning its craft, it’s innovative approach to whisky making is one of great stories…
	Hakushu Japanese Whisky
	Hibiki Japanese Whisky
	Kirin Japanese WhiskyBuy Kirin Japanese Whisky Online We have a large online selection of Kirin Japanese  Whisky which includes the outstanding Kirin Fuji-Sanroku Japanese Blended Malt. Now you can purchase Kirin Whisky online at The Whisky Company. About The Distillery Built in 1972 the distillery was owned by Seagrams which allowed the distillery access to funds to build the distillery with a quite modern approach. Using water that has filtered through volcanic rock allows access to soft clean and clear water. The water supply is the melted snow another fresh approach to making whisky. The distillery is quite industrial with large warehouses and modern approach to whisky making. Kirin’s Master Blender Jota Tanaka is both witty and eager.
	Kurayoshi Japanese WhiskyBuy Matsui Shuzou Japanese Whisky Online We stock a large range of Japanese whisky produced by the Matsui Shuzou Distillery. This includes the sought after Kurayoshi 18 Years Old Pure Malt and the Kurayoshi Sherry Cask Whisky. You can now purchase whisky produced by Matsui Shuzou Distillery at The Whisky Company. About The Distillery This distillery is known to use mainly Scottish whisky and whisky from other parts of the world to blend the bottles they produce. The distillery also known as the Kurayoshi Distillery was Founded in 1910 and is located in the Tottori Prefecture, Northwest of Kyoto and Northeast of Hiroshima, on the shore of the Sea of Japan. Matsui Shuzo is known in Japan as both a sake brewery and shochu distillery.  While the juice in Kurayoshi is 100% malted barley, the spirits themselves have been sourced from distilleries around Scotland before making their journey to Japan, where they are blended with Japanese-distilled malted barley then aged for 3 years to 18 years). The whisky is then watered down with the famously soft ground waters of Tottori Prefecture.   All expressions of Kurayoshi are non-chill filtered, with no caramel added, and over 40% ABV.
	Mars Japanese WhiskyBuy Mars Japanese Whisky Online We have a large online selection of Mars Japanese Whisky which includes the outstanding Mars Cosmo Blended whisky and the Mars Komagatake 5 years old Double Cellars Japanese whisky. Mars whisky is growing more popular in Australia every day as well as internationally.  You can purchase Mars Japanese Whiskey online at The Whisky Company. About The Distillery Mars Shinshu (to give it it’s full name) is a three hour drive northwest towards the Southern Alps. The distillery sits at 800 metres (2625 ft) which makes it the highest distillery in Japan. Better known as Mars distillery, it opened in 1985 using stills made for a mothballed distillery called Yamananashi. The distillery then closed in 1992 and the reopened again in 2011. It is now newly renovated and looking very modern and clean. The distillery is looking to produce a clearer wort (beer mix) to allow for a lighter and purer spirit creation . Barrels are stored onsite and in other regions of Japan to help experience less fluctuation in temperature.  
	Nagahama Japanese Single Malt Whisky
	Nikka Japanese WhiskyWe are currently sourcing whisky from this distillery and are confident we will have some soon………… please sign up for a Stillhouse membership and receive a newsletter for up to date news and new releases.
	Okayama Japanese Whisky DistilleryWe have a selection of Japanese Single Malt Whisky from the Okayama Distillery which is available in Australia for home delivery.
	Shinobu Japanese WhiskyBuy The Shinobu Japanese Whisky Online We have a selection of Japanese Whisky produced at the Shinobu Distillery in the Japanese seaside region of Niigata on the countries east coast. Japanese whisky with age statements are becoming rare but you can now purchase aged whisky from the Shinobu distillery at The Whisky Company. About The Distillery The Shinobu Distillery was born in beautiful Niigata prefecture of Japan, a place that is praised  locally by its ‘three white treasures’, namely snow, rice and sake. Niigata is well known for its naturally blessed environment for pure water source, thus a perfect location for making whisky.
	Suntory Japanese Whisky
	Togouchi Japanese WhiskyBuy Togouchi Whisky Online We have a selection of Japanese Whisky produced at the Chugoku Jozo Distillery under the brand name Togouchi. This whisky is rare to find and is very sought after with collectors of Japanese whisky. You can now buy Togouchi Japanese Whisky online at The Whisky Company.
	Wakatsuru Japanese WhiskyBuy Wakatsuru Japanesee Whisky Online We stock whisky produced at the Wakatsura Distillery in Japan. Shop now for the highly sought after and award winning Sun Shine 25 Years Old 1990 Japanese Single Malt. You can now purchase Wakatsuru Japanese Whisky Online at The Whisky Company.
	Yamazakura DistilleryBuy Yamazakura Japanese Whisky Online A great opportunity to buy rare Japanese whisky produced at the Yamazakura Distillery. We have the highly sought after Yamazakura Pure Malt and one of the best Highball blended whiskies on the market the Cherry Ex Japanese Blend. You can now purchase Yamazakura Japanese Whisky online at The Whisky Company.
	Yamazaki Japanese Whisky
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	Brandy
	Cognac
	GinIt’s time to get your groove on and explore the World of Gin’s at Nippy Sweetie Whiskies. This dedicated section The ‘G’in Spot will look at Gins from all over the world. From the wild rugged hills in Scotland’s West to the beautiful fresh green lands of Tasmania we will cover them all. There will be You Tube videos made to help you mix your Gins and create some exciting cocktails as well as inviting you to post your own videos and reviews and deliver your message to the world of Gin. The ‘G’in Spot is really an area for you, our customers to build your knowledge of Gin and have some fun. We’ll have weekly prizes and short stories from many distilleries around the globe and discuss how this tasty clear spirit brings us all together. There are dry gins, sipping gins, spiced gins, saffron infused gins and many more exiting ways to explore gin. So enter The ‘G’in Spot and explore the world of Gins with us. Originating in Holland in 1550, Gin was first made when a professor of medicine, Franciscus de la Boe attempted to concoct a cure for stomach complaints using the diuretic properties of…
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	Gifts  A great chance to browse on products to help enhance your whisky tasting experience. Our whisky accessories are essential for every beginner or connoisseur of whisky. These items are a great way to develop your palate and nose for whisky tasting, you will also be the envy of your friends. Choose from chocolate made to match whisky, flavour enhancing glassware, Christmas decorations and speciality items brought to you from Scotland.   Purchase great brands like Denver & Liely Glassware, Glencairn Glassware, Brix Chocolate, Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible and traditionally made Scottish Hand Made Wooden Quaichs.  


	Hampers
	Vouchers
	MiniaturesBuy Whisky Miniatures Online We have a great selection of whisky miniatures available to be dispatched to your door same business day. Collect Scotch whisky miniatures from distilleries such as Ben Nevis and Tomintoul. You can now purchase whisky miniatures at The Whisky Company Online.
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	You Are In Good Company


	Celebrating Robert Burns!
	The Whisky Company BarThe Whisky Company Bar Due to lockdown restrictions bars and restaurants are doing it tough. We’re looking to support local bars and restaurants with our online bar. A selection of six whiskies have been selected for each pack and are available to purchase online. All proceeds excluding a small percentage for running costs will be given to the allocated bar mentioned on each pack. All packs are ready for dispatch and when ordered.  
	Miniatures
	Latest Arrivals
	Sale
	Cask Favourites
	CollectableSection under construction…………………..
	Kosher CertifiedThe following whiskies are certified Kosher and are suitable for consumption. The following information has been adapted from The London Beth Din Kashrut Division. Irish whiskey may by law contain wine and other ingredients and thus should not be consumed except where the product has a Hechsher or has been Rabbinically approved.  However the following applies to Scotch Whisky: 1. No additives are permitted in Scotch Whisky with the exception of caramel colour which is kosher. 2.Ordinary Scotch Whisky whether Single Malt or Blended without any mention of the use of Sherry, Port or other wine casks on the label or marketing literature can confidently be consumed without any concerns relating to having been in contact with wine casks. 3. Whisky which has been matured in wine casks has been subject to detailed halachic consideration by major poskim (including ‘Minchas Yitzchak vol 2, 28 and Igros Moshe Yore Deah vol 1, 62 and 63) who did not forbid its consumption. 4. There is a new process however, known as wine cask finishes (also referred to as double or second maturation ) which is a secondary process that some claim is specifically designed to enhance the flavour of otherwise fully matured whiskey and impart…
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Latest News / Blog
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The Whisky Company supports the responsible service of alcohol. Under the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 it is against the law to supply alcohol to a person under the age of 18 years (Penalty exceeds $17,000) and/or for a person under the age of 18 years to purchase or receive liquor (Penalty exceeds $700).
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